Hon Rick Rector; Mayor
City of Hudson
520 Warren Street
Hudson, NY 12534
RE: Dock Street Shacks/Furgary Shacks
    Hudson, NY
    #109.8-1-4 & 109.8-1-6

September 18, 2019

Dear Mayor,

On September 4, 2019 upon request from your office to the City of Hudson Code Enforcement Official to do a visual inspection of the site known as the Furgary Shacks located on Dock Street. The purpose of the inspection was for the current condition of the structures located on the property referenced above. Present at the inspection was myself, code officer Ken Ellsworth and code fire inspector James Schermerhorn as well as yourself and Mayor Aid Don Moore.

After reviewing the area and the buildings on the property from the exterior it appears that the buildings are unsafe and not in compliance for any type of occupancy as compliance to the Uniform Building code. These buildings should not have any access to them and the entire area should be secured to prevent any access for safety reasons to the general public. The buildings need to be evaluated by a certified engineer for code compliance or to be demolished. There appears to be no fire protection, running water for health code compliance and structural compromised issues to all of the buildings at the location. The entire area is Dangerous and Unsafe.

Any questions you may have please contact my office.

Craig Haigh
Code Enforcement Official